Ways to Help

How to signal your support and help Ukrainian scholars & students

International

- International Task Force for Displaced Scholars (ITFDS)
  - Notes from Inaugural Meeting (27 Feb. 2022)
- Resources for Helping Displaced Scholars from Ukraine assembled by the Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES)
- Resources assembled by the UCL School of Slavonic and East European Studies (SEEES)
- Saving Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Online (SUCHO)
  - We are a group of cultural heritage professionals—librarians, archivists, researchers, programmers—working together to identify and archive at-risk sites, digital content, and data in Ukrainian cultural heritage institutions while the country is under attack. We are using a combination of technologies to crawl and archive sites and content, including the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine, the
Browsertrix crawler and the ArchiveWeb.page browser extension and app of the Webrecorder project.

- **Scholars at Risk**
  - Scholars at Risk works to protect threatened scholars and promote academic freedom around the world.
  - [Identify potential funding sources here](#).

- **Engandered Scholars Worldwide**
  - The New University In Exile is an expanding group of universities and colleges publicly committed to the belief that the academic community has both the responsibility and capacity to assist persecuted and endangered scholars everywhere and to protect the intellectual capital that is jeopardized when universities and scholars are under assault.

- **The UN Refugee Agency**
- **Science for Ukraine**
- **Open Society University Network**
- **List of labs supporting Ukrainian Scientists**
  - Particularly STEM and natural sciences.
- **NFDI – Important Links for Scientists from Ukraine**

**Ukraine**

- **Center for Urban History, Lviv – Support for Academics at Risk**
United States

- **New University in Exile Consortium**
  - The primary mission of the Consortium is to nurture academics who have been persecuted and uprooted by creating a sense of intellectual community among exiled scholars.
  - If you are affiliated with a college or university and would like your institution to take the next step toward becoming a member of the Consortium, email them at uieconsortium@newschool.edu. There are a few simple criteria for membership—primarily a commitment by your institution to host an endangered scholar. There are no membership dues.

- **Scholar Rescue Fund**
  - The Scholar Rescue Fund launched a Ukraine-specific round of the IIE Emergency Student Fund on Monday, February 28, to provide financial support to Ukrainian students studying at US colleges and universities.

- **The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowships**
  - The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowships for New Americans is a scholarship program offered to immigrants and refugees in the United States. In order to qualify for the scholarship program, applicants must be planning to attend a graduate-level degree program at an accredited American university on a full-time basis. The scholarships can be awarded to US citizens whose parents were born abroad or who are not US citizens as well as to individuals who were born abroad but are naturalized citizens, adopted by US citizens, green card holders, or refugees. Those who were born abroad but graduated from an American high school may also be eligible.

Germany

- **DAAD**
  - For colleagues linked to German Universities, the website of DAAD, the German Academic Exchange Service, provides further information concerning Ukraine. The International Office at your
university may be eligible for funding to support scholars from Ukraine by linking them to your university.

- **Albert Einstein German Academic Refugee Initiative (DAFI)**
  - The UNHCR of the United Nations administers the Albert Einstein German Academic Refugee Initiative (DAFI) to help refugees afford the cost of post-secondary education. Through the program, recognized refugees can receive free tuition as well as money for books, transportation, housing, and food. The program is open to applicants who hold a secondary school diploma, have demonstrated financial need, enroll in a program where the likelihood of employment is high and are under twenty-eight years of age. Only one DAFI award is given out per family. Applicants must be from one of the countries specified by the UNHCR. A full list is available on their website.

- **Walter-Benjamin-Programm der DFG**
- **Philipp-Schwartz-Initiative der Humboldt-Stiftung**
- **Chance for Science**
  - Soziales Netzwerk für geflüchtete und in Deutschland lebende Wissenschaftler, Akademiker und Studierende / [Ansprechpartner in Leipzig hier](#).
- **DAAD Hilde Domin -Programm Students at Risk für Studierende und Promovierende**
- **Max-Planck-Gesellschaft**
  - The Max Planck Society offers support for Ukrainian scientists via its research fellowship and stipend program.
- **The Bibliotheca Hertziana - Max Planck Institute for Art History**
  - Offers #ScienceForUkraine Art History Fellowships.
- **Baden-Württemberg Fund for Persecuted Scholars**
- **HessenFonds**
  - Angebot des Hessischen Wissenschaftsministeriums: Ausweitung des Stipendienprogramms HessenFonds für verfolgte Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler in Hessen.
• Deutsches Archäologisches Institut
  o Fellowships des DAI, die das DAI gerne an osteuropäische und besonders ukrainische Wissenschaffende vergeben möchte.

• Universität Düsseldorf
  o Sofort-Programm für gefährdete Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftlern aus der Ukraine
  o Wenn Ihr/ Sie Personen kennt/kennen, die diese Hilfe nutzen möchten, wendet Euch/wenden Sie sich bitte an Aleksandra Lipińska (aleksandra.lipinska@kunstgeschichte.uni-muenchen.de) oder direkt bei Julia Trinkert (trinkert@uni-duesseldorf.de).

• Böckler-Mare-Balticum-Stiftung
  o Erweiterung der Förderungen durch die Böckler-Mare-Balticum-Stiftung

• Uni Frankfurt/Main
  o Opportunities for Early Modern scholars from Ukraine

• Uni Bremen
  o Special call for refugees and threatened scientists

• Universität Tübingen
  o 12 fellowships in support of researchers from Ukraine

• VolkswagenStiftung / Info in English

Austria

• Central European University, Vienna
  o Immediate needs: Our number one priority is the safety of our Ukrainian community. With refugees forced to flee to Hungary and across other neighboring borders, we need to extend CEU’s facilities
and services. This includes using our Budapest dormitory space for displaced alumni and their families.

- To assist with housing and hardship support, please make a gift to the Emergency Fund.
- If you wish to offer accommodation, employment possibilities, or any other direct support, please contact: development@ceu.edu

  o **Safe harbor for Ukrainian students**: We anticipate that the financial hardship caused by this war will extend long into the future. That’s why we’ve established a new scholarship fund—with a goal to raise €750,000—to support thirty Ukrainian students for the next academic year.

    - Your gift to the Ukraine Solidarity Fund will provide full scholarships, inclusive of housing and living support, that will afford a safe environment for young Ukrainians to study at CEU.
    - If you wish to discuss a named scholarship opportunity as part of this fund, please contact Trisha Tanner: tannert@ceu.edu.

- **Angebot der ÖAW**
  - Für Forschungsaufenthalte ukrainischer Kolleg/innen in Österreich
- **Uni Graz**

**United Kingdom**

- **The United Nations Refugee Agency**
  - A campaign to fund talented refugee scholars
  - UNHCR’s Refugee Scholarships Programme (DAFI – Albert Einstein German Academic Refugee Initiative) enables gifted young refugee students to pursue a university degree or similar higher education. With this campaign, our goal is to give an additional 1,800 refugees across the globe access to higher education by 2023.
• **University of Bristol**
  - A scholarship that gives refugees and asylum seekers life-changing access to University education has been expanded, the University of Bristol has announced.

• **Student Action for Refugees**
  - STAR campaigns for and supports the creation of scholarships to improve access to university for people who have claimed asylum in the UK. Here you can find a list of scholarship opportunities in the UK, together with advice for your application and information about other funding opportunities.

• **CARA Scholars at Risk UK Universities Network**
  - The Network aims to facilitate cooperation and collaboration between UK higher education institutions in support of persecuted and at-risk academics, and in the defence and promotion of academic and university freedoms worldwide. 125 UK universities are currently working with us to support these aims.
  - [Council of At-Risk Academics](#) (CARA)

**Italy**

• **Bibliotheca Hertziana**
  - [#ScienceForUkraine Art History Fellowships](#)
  - The Bibliotheca Hertziana - Max Planck Institute for Art History, based in Rome, offers #ScienceForUkraine Art History Fellowships as an immediate action for supporting art historians from Ukraine. Junior and senior researchers, museum curators, and art critics are invited to apply for a fellowship of up to one year. Due to the urgency and the circumstances, the Institute will deal with the administrative framework in the course of the open call. [Apply here](#).
Estonia
- **The University of Tartu**
  - A scholarship fund to collect and channel donations to support the studies of Ukrainian students at the University of Tartu.

Poland
- **Akademia Młodych Uczonych PAN**
  - Helps Ukrainian scientists with accommodation and job search.
- **Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN)**
  - Within the framework of cooperation with the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU), PAN introduces a new tool supporting cooperation with the Ukrainian researchers.

Czech Republic
- **Neuron**
  - Aid for young Ukrainian scientists.

Slovakia
- **Slovak Academy of Sciences**
- **Komenský University Bratislava**
France

PAUSE

- National program for the urgent aid and reception of scientists in exile.
- En France, le ministère de l'Enseignement supérieur, de la recherche et de l'Innovation a mis en place le dispositif PAUSE ouvrant un appel spécial d'aide en urgence aux chercheurs et chercheuses d'Ukraine en danger.